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Gone are the days when waxing our cars used to take hours of time. Who does not want his or her
car shining as if it has just come out of the showroom?  But how wise it is to spend hours on waxing
oneâ€™s car when it is a matter of only a few minutes?  The traditional paste and wash wax takes hours
to complete and the residues at the corners are pain in the neck. Moreover, waiting for your car to
dry before applying wax is a complete torture.

The new spray wax bottles are handy and easier to use. These bottles come up with a trigger which
sprays the wax onto your vehicle uniformly when triggered.  Pasting wax on your vehicle is no more
needed when you can spray wax onto it in just a few minutes, that too uniformly.  Spray Wax bottles
have this piston mechanism which makes the wax come out through nozzle when triggered. It is a
matter of minutes to apply wax on your car with Spray wax. Moreover there are spray waxes that
can be applied to wet surfaces too. So time between washing and waxing is reduced as you do not
have to wait for it to dry completely.

The residual white pigments which remain on the surface at the corners after removing the wax will
be a thing of the past with carnauba spray wax. The spray wax only leaves glossy wet look surface
behind after the complete waxing. Your favorite Carnauba wax inside it protects the surfaces of your
vehicleand makes it durable too. 

Spray waxes are not just user friendly but deliver superior results. These spray waxes save several
minutes of our precious holiday time with better results. These bottles are easy to handle and make
waxing more like graffiti painting. Wax your car without any fear of getting your hands dirty with
Spray waxes of your preferred choice.
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